
Conscience Seminar Evaluation    Name ______________________  Date _________ 

 

Staple all assignments associated with this week’s assignment in this order:  1.  This sheet,  

2. “My Conscience” pre-write  3.  Reading worksheet    4. Response to opening question  

4. Response to core question 5. Highlighted and annotated text 

 

Preparation 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 2 mi      
Adequate preparation includes completion of all parts of each assignment, except as modified by the teacher.  Responses show thoughtful 

consideration of the ideas or questions presented and may include thoughtful questions in response.  Text shows evidence of careful reading, 

including highlighting and notetaking representing a conversation with the author. 

 

Participation   10 9 8 7 6 5 2 mi 
Basic expectations (D/C):  Seminar skills (C/B):      ______   Thinking skills (B/A):     .    

____  listened actively  ____ cited/interpreted text  ____  raised thoughtful Q’s 
____  used marketplace English  ____  involved others   ____  offered analogies 

____  showed consideration  ____  clarified others’ contributions ____  critically examined ideas 

____  participated throughout   ____  responded to others’ ideas  ____  offered relevant allusions 

    ____ thoughtfully considered others’ ideas 

 

Core response     8 7 6 5 2 mi        
Effective core response includes thoughtful consideration of the question from more than one perspective.  It references specific lines of text 
and might bring in other texts to form a universal level conclusion.  That is, it forms an answer that applies not only to this text, but to most 

similar situations.  This response should be thoughtful and well organized. 

 

Evidence of care       5    3 2     1 
Final packet demonstrates evidence of student’s concern for meaningful presentation of his or her effort, including neat legible handwriting 
(except for pre-write individual lists and brainstorming) and clear labels.  The work is face up in the prescribed order and is neatly stapled with 

corners aligned in the upper left. 
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